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Abstract. One of the trends in the development of modern regeneration medicine is the 
application of high-intensity laser radiation for deep perforation of biological tissues, 
stimulating the regeneration of structure and functions of the pathologically changed 
tissues. In the paper, the possibility to control the location and parameters of the 
biotissue thermal stimulation zones is studied theoretically and experimentally, 
depending on the conditions of laser perforation in application to the liver laser-induced 
regeneration problem. The results of numerical simulation revealed the basic trends in 
the behaviour of the thermal stimulation zone, which are in good agreement with the 
experimental data on laser perforation of soft biotissues ex vivo using an optical fibre. 
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1 Introduction 
One of the trends in the development of regeneration 
medicine is the application of high-intensity laser 
radiation for stimulating the recovery of tissue blood 
supply, structure and functions of vital organs of the 
human organism. Such approach, in particular, allowed 
the development of a new method of treatment of the 
ischemic heart disease, the transmyocardial laser 
revascularization revascularisation, in the process of 
which deep channels are created in the ischemic muscle 
by the high-power laser action. The laser perforation of 
the cardiac muscle initiates the process of angiogenesis, 
i.e., the growth of microcapillaries in the zone of the 
laser impact. The mechanisms of laser revascularisation 
include the following: i) the development of aseptic 
inflammation in the perforated region in response to the 
laser impact with subsequent regeneration and 
development of microcapillaries; ii) the thermal impact 
on the tissues surrounding the laser channel, activating 
different cell elements that are sources of growth factors 
playing the key role in simulating the angiogenesis 
process; iii) the formation of multiple microscopic 
ruptures of the tissue in the channel walls caused by the 
shockwave impact that establishes a new level of 
oxygen consumption in the affected volume, improving 
the blood supply. To date it is established that the 
improvement and long-term stability of the patient’s 

clinical indicators depend both on the radiation 
wavelength and on the mode of laser tissue perforation 
(continuous-wave, pulsed, etc.), which determine the 
positive effect of the procedure [1]. It is experimentally 
shown that the neovascularisation of the ischemic 
myocardium is observed both directly in the region of 
the laser channel [2], and within 3-5 mm zone around 
the channel [3], thus essentially increasing the 
revascularisation domain in the ischemic myocardium. 

The method of laser perforation is also developed in 
application to other human tissues and organs. The 
positive effect of laser revascularisation is known for 
the ischemic muscles of lower extremities, where it is 
implemented via an optical fibre with the lasers at the 
wavelength 0.98 and 1.06 µm [4]. After the laser optical 
fibre perforation of cirrhotic rat liver (wavelength  
1.06 µm), the regeneration of the hepatic tissue with the 
signs of new microcapillaries and gall ducts formation 
in the region of laser channels was observed [5,6]. 
These studies were carried out according to the 
following scheme: the laser perforation of the biological 
object was carried out with the specified radiation 
power and exposure time. Then the histochemical and 
microscopic study of the tissue sections was performed, 
and the relation between the laser radiation parameters 
(power, exposure time) and the structural changes of the 
tissue was established. However, no information on the 
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laser-induced effects in the perforated region for these 
tissues is available. Other types of lasers are not used 
for these purposes at present time. 

The thermal stimulation of angiogenesis is 
considered as the basic model of myocardium 
revascularisation using laser perforation [1]. The target 
for the laser-induced thermal angiogenesis induction can 
be the cell membranes. The interaction with the 
membrane short-lived microscopic domains (rafts) is a 
necessary stage of activating the key enzymes 
controlling the angiogenesis [7]. The differentiation of 
myoblasts in the process of muscle fibre regeneration is 
probably caused by the possibility of raft structure 
formation in the cell membranes [8]. The functioning 
and interaction of different types of cells comprising the 
liver in the process of regeneration is also largely 
dependent on the possibility of thermal induction of 
rafts in them [9]. The IR laser radiation enhances the 
fluidity of lipids in cell membranes in vitro [10], 
facilitating the modification of their microdomain raft 
structure [11]. The temperature of the phase transition 
of cell membranes from the unordered state to the 
ordered one depends on their composition and for 
natural lipids ranges from 38 to 66°С [12]. The creation 
of temperature fields initiating thermal induction of raft 
transition around the laser channels is a promising 
approach to the development of laser stimulation 
method for the regeneration of liver and muscle tissue. 

The present paper is aimed at the study of the 
possibility to determine and control the location and 
parameters of the thermal stimulation zone in the tissue 
caused by laser perforation with an optical fibre at the 
wavelength 1.56 µm in application to the problem of 
laser-induced liver regeneration. 

2 Materials and methods 
As a source of radiation, we used the fibre LSP laser 
with the wavelength 1.56 µm (NPO “IRE-Polus”) with 
the power up to 10 W, operating in the continuous-wave 
mode. The power of radiation at the output face of the 
fibre 600 µm in diameter was from 2 to 8 W, the 
velocity of the fibre movement into the tissue was 
changed stepwise from 0.1 mm/s to 1 mm/s. To measure 
the power at the fibre output we used the power meter 
(Coherent, Inc., USA).  

The material for ex-vivo studies were the samples of 
liver from a one-year-old white pig.  

The samples were placed on an immobile platform. 
The sample perforation was implemented by moving the 
fibre into the tissue using the motorised linear translator 
with the specified velocity. The straight-through 
perforation of biotissue samples was performed. After 
the perforation the samples were frozen, the longitudinal 
and transverse sections were prepared in the channel 
region, and the thermally damaged zone (TDZ) of the 
tissue was investigated microscopically around the laser 
channel, including the carbonisation and the coagulation 
zone (Fig. 1). 

	
Fig. 1 A typical view of the thermally damaged zone 
(TDZ) of the tissue around the laser channel in the 
sample of liver in vitro after perforation with the optical 
fibre (the entrance of the fibre into sample occurs from 
the left), the scale bar corresponds to 1 mm. 

The TDZ width was measured as the distance from 
the laser channel wall to the boundary of the 
coagulation zone, visually observed as the whitish 
tissue, its colour being a result of coagulation under the 
heating in the process of perforation up to the 
temperature 70°С [13]. The microscopy of TDZs was 
implemented using the MBS-10 microscope with 100× 
magnification.  

The width of the thermal stimulation zone (TSZ) in 
the process of tissue regeneration corresponded to the 
temperature range 38-66°С [12] and was determined 
using the calculation method according to the developed 
theoretical model.  

The temperature distribution over the tissue surface 
was measured using an infrared imager, the infrared 
camera FLIR A655sc (FLIR Systems, Inc. Sweden), 
with the resolution of 640×480 pixels at 50 Hz, 
640×120 pixels at 200 Hz, and the response time 8 µs, 
operating in the wavelength range from 7.5 µm to  
14 µm. The temperature sensitivity amounted to 50 mK 
within the temperature range (-20°С – +150°С). For 
comparison with the theoretical calculation, we 
measured the temperature in the process of fibre 
insertion into the sample at the outer side surface and at 
the face of the sample for the given distance from the 
fibre axis. 

Fig. 2 presents a schematic diagram of the 
considered space domain, superimposed on the thermal 
image of the temperature distribution at the side surface 
of the biotissue sample separated from the fibre axis by 
the distance of 2-3 mm. The temperature distribution 
was measured along and across the axis of the optical 
fibre motion. The transverse distributions were 
measured at the fixed distances of 2 mm (Section 1) and 
8 mm (Section 2) from the entrance (left-hand) surface 
of the sample at the moments, when the optical fibre 
reached these marks. Correspondingly, for different 
velocities of the optical fibre movement into the tissue 
sample, the transverse distributions were measured at 
different time intervals from the beginning of 
irradiation. For example, for the velocity 0.2 mm/s the 
time moments were t1 = 10 s and t2 = 40 s; for the 
velocity 0.5 mm/s they were t1 = 4 s and t2 = 16 s. 
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Fig. 2 Calculation scheme of moving the optical fibre 
into the tissue (from left to right) superimposed with the 
thermal image of temperature distribution. The 
boundaries of the biotissue sample and the sections 1 
and 2 separated by 2 and 8 mm from the input surface of 
the sample are shown. 

In the theoretical part of the study, in order to 
determine the thermal stimulation zones and their 
behaviour depending on the laser irradiation parameters, 
we constructed a theoretical model of heating the 
biotissue with the fibre, moving into it. The simulation 
of the liver tissue heating by the laser radiation is based 
on the heat conduction theory. We solved the heat 
conduction equation with the volume source, created by 
the laser radiation, damping with the depth according to 
the Booger-Lambert-Beer law, and expanding as the 
optical fibre is moved into the tissue.  

The density of the incident energy flux at the 
biotissue surface, supplied by the optical fibre, has the 
Gaussian transverse spatial distribution with the 
effective beam radius that allows for the divergence of 
the beam with penetration depth. The divergence was 
approximated by a linear function determined from the 
comparison of numerical and experimental data in two 
sections, separated by the given distance.  

For the numerical simulation, using the software 
package «Mathematica 5.0» the finite difference method 
and the Frankel-Dufort scheme were applied [14]. 

3 Theoretical model of laser perforation of 
biotissues using an optical fibre 

The model is based on the heat conduction equation (1) 
with the moving source of heat G(x, y, z, t), created by 
the laser radiation, delivered via the optical fibre with 
the diameter 600 µm, moved into the tissue with the 
velocity that can be varied from 0.1 mm/s to 0.5 mm/s 

∂T (x,  y,  z,  t)
∂t

= a

∂2T (x,  y,  z,  t)
∂x2 +

+ ∂2T (x,  y,  z,  t)
∂y2 +

+ ∂2T (x,  y,  z,  t)
∂z2

⎛

⎝
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⎜
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⎜
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⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

+G(x,  y,  z,  t),  (1) 

where a is the thermal diffusivity. 
A similar heat source was considered and the 

detailed description of the influence of different 

parameters of laser radiation on the result of thermal 
heating was presented in the paper [15], devoted to the 
design of the control system aimed at the conservation 
of the nasal septum functional properties in the laser 
reshaping procedure. The action of a similar heat source 
on the tissues of tendons [16-17] and sclera [18-19] of 
the eye was studied with thermomechanical stresses 
taken into account, and in Refs. [20-22] with the 
analogous source at the wavelength 1.56 µm the data on 
the biological tissue regeneration were obtained. The 
difference of the model used in the present paper from 
the earlier ones is the movement of the volume heat 
source. 

In the present study, we solve the problem with 
moving source of radiation having the Gaussian 
distribution in the plane perpendicular to the direction of 
motion. The Booger-Lambert-Beer law with the 
effective absorption index κ (2) describes the damping 
of radiation with the depth of propagation into the 
biological tissue. The density of the incident energy flux 
at the sample surface has the Gaussian spatial 
distribution with the effective beam radius r0 (x) . The 
radiation passed through the optical fibre generates a 
thermal field that propagates in the liver. Due to the 
inhomogeneity of the biological tissue and multiple 
scattering inside it, the Gaussian source of heat expands 
with the motion into the sample. This expansion is 
considered by introducing the dependence of the 
effective radius r0 (x)  upon the coordinate x . In the 
first approximation for numerical simulation, this 
dependence was taken linear 

G(x, y, z,t) = q(t,v)exp - y
2 + z2

r0 (x)
2

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
κ exp(-κ x)

cρ
,  (2) 

where q(t,v)  is the integral power of the laser radiation 
depending on time and the velocity of motion v of the 
heat source, c is the specific heat capacity, ρ is the 
density.  

The boundary condition (3) corresponds to the 
continuity of heat flux and temperature at the boundary 
between two media, x = hm : 

λm
∂T m(hm ,  y,  z,  τ )

∂x
= λm+1

∂T m+1(hm ,  y,  z,  τ )
∂x

;

T m(hm ,  y,  z,  τ ) = T m+1(hm ,  y,  z,  τ ).
 (3) 

Here λm  is the heat conductivity, m is the number of 
the considered layer.  

For each considered layer of space m, the heat 
conduction equation can be written allowing for the 
form of the heat source and the reflection from the 
interface r

mK  between the media 
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.

 (4) 

Here cm  is the layer heat capacity, ρm  is its density, 
κ  is the light absorption index. 

For the biotissue region where the boiling of water is 
not achieved, only the thermal source is taken into 
account in the right-hand side of Eq. (4). With the 
increase of exposure time and the achievement of 
boiling temperature, the heat expenditures for 
evaporation become essential. The bulk growth of 
temperature in this region decelerates and the specific 
flow carried away by the vapour approaches the mean 
value of (0.7÷ 0.8)∗q(t,v) , according to Libenson [23], 
which allows a correction of the right-hand side of the 
heat conduction equation near 100°С. In this case, a 
wave of evaporation propagates into the substance, the 
velocity of which increases, while the size of the heated 
domain vt ≈ at  gradually decreases. When the wave 
of evaporation overtakes the thermal wave, the role of 
heat conductivity is reduced to the determination of 
temperature before the steady-state evaporation front. 
Thus, the problem of localising the heat simulation 
zone, where the processes of angiogenesis are triggered 
at the cellular level (38-66°С) can be considered basing 
on Eqs. (1)–(3).  

For the numerical modelling, we used the finite 
difference method and the three-layered Frankel-Dufort 
scheme for time variable. In the finite-difference form, 
the heat conduction equation for the numerical 
simulation is written as 
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The temperature at the current step of the time 
evolution was expressed in terms of the temperature 
values at two preceding layers: 
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×

×κ m exp(−κ m[ix −1]dx).
 

The numerical problem was solved using the 
software package «Mathematica 5.0». 

4 Discussion and comparison of 
experimental and numerical simulation 
results  

Below we present the results of numerical simulation of 
temperature fields and the experiments with thermal 
imaging measurements of these fields at different 
velocities of the laser fibre moving into the tissue.  

In the process of tissue perforation with the optical 
fibre, a layer of carbonised (charred) tissue is formed at 
the front face of the fibre, analogous to the carbonised 
zone around the channel. Its thickness at the fibre face 
was smaller than 80-100 µm, while the size of 
carbonisation zone around the laser channel amounted 
to 20-100 µm depending on the laser radiation power. 
As shown by direct measurements, the power change at 
the output fibre face covered with the carbonised tissue 
after the perforation does not exceed 7-10% of the 
initial power, i.e., not more than 10% of laser radiation 
is absorbed by the carbonised tissue at the fibre face. 
Therefore, in our calculations we did not take the 
absorption of radiation by the carbonised layer into 
account. 

For the velocity of fibre motion 0.2 mm/s, we 
compared the experimental and theoretical temperature 
distribution curves (Fig. 3) and selected the rates of 
thermal source broadening with the depth, providing 
good agreement of theoretical and experimental results. 
The laser power at the face of the optical fibre was 
equal to 5 W. 
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a	

	
b	

Fig. 3 Temperature fields at the distance 2 mm (in 10 s 
after the beginning of perforation) (а) and 8 mm (in 40 s 
after the beginning of perforation) (б) from the sample 
surface for the velocity of the fibre 0.2 mm/s. The 
empty circles show the data of thermal imaging and the 
solid curves plot the simulation results. 

Basing on the selected rate of the heat source 
expansion, the temperature distribution curves for the 
velocity 0.5 mm/s were calculated and superimposed on 
the corresponding experimental curves. One can see 
good agreement between the computer simulation using 
the selected expansion rate of the heat source and the 
experiment (Fig. 4). 

The temperature field was calculated at the back 
surface 20 s before the through perforation of the 
biotissue sample by the moving optical fibre. The 
results are confirmed well by the experimental data of 
thermal imaging (Fig. 5). 

 

	
a	

	
b	

Fig. 4 Temperature fields at the distance 2 mm (in 4 s 
after the beginning of perforation) (a) and 8 mm (in 16 s 
after the beginning of perforation) (b) from the sample 
surface for the velocity of the fibre movement 0.5 mm/s. 
The empty circles show the thermal imaging data and 
the solid curves represent the simulation results. 

We performed the calculation aimed at the 
determination of the TSZ position with respect to the 
axis of the laser channel and at the comparison with the 
experimental data. Fig. 6 presents the dependences of 
the TSZ width corresponding to the temperature range 
38-66°С and the boundary of the zone, where the 
coagulation temperature was observed (70°С) on the 
radiation power for the motion of the fibre into the 
tissue sample with the velocity 0.5 mm/s. For 
comparison, the experimental data for the boundary of 
coagulation zone are presented. 
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Fig. 5 (a) Temperature distribution at the back surface 
of the liver sample (perpendicular to the fibre axis) at 
the moment when the output face of the fibre moving 
with the velocity 0.1 mm/s was at the distance of 2 mm 
from this surface. (b) The asterisks show the data of 
thermal imaging and the solid curve shows the results of 
simulation. 

 

Fig. 6 Dependence of the TSZ width on the radiation 
power for the velocity of fibre movement into the 
biotissue sample equal to 0.5 mm/s. The experimental 
data for the coagulation zone boundary (Tcoagulation) 
are also presented. 

Fig. 7 presents the calculated dependences of TSZ 
width and the boundary of coagulation zone on the 

velocity of the fibre movement into the biotissue for the 
radiation power 5 W. 

 

Fig. 7 Dependences of the TSZ width and the 
coagulation zone boundary position on the velocity of 
the optical fibre movement into the depth of biotissue at 
the power 5 W. 

As follows from Fig. 6, good correlation is observed 
between the experimental and theoretical dependence 
for the tissue coagulation zone boundary. At the 
constant perforation velocity the TSZ width increases 
with the laser power and its boundary shifts into the 
tissue from the axis of the laser channel. At the constant 
power of radiation, the TSZ width decreases with the 
increase of the perforation velocity (Fig. 7), and its 
boundary shifts towards the axis of the laser channel. 

5 Conclusions 
The possibility to control the position and parameters of 
the zones of biotissue thermal stimulation depending on 
the conditions of the laser perforation in application to 
the problem of laser-induced regeneration of liver is 
investigated. For the fixed radiation power, with the 
increase of the fibre motion velocity the zones of 
thermal stimulation approach the axis of the laser 
channel. For the fixed velocity of the fibre motion, the 
same result is provided by the reduction of the laser 
radiation power, which offers the possibility of 
controlling the position of thermal stimulation zones. 
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